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I. Introduction
Welcome to the Real World Design Challenge. This handbook is designed to provide information that
you will need to successfully work through the Challenge.
The Real World Design Challenge is a Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) competition
for teams of three to seven high school students. There a single challenge this year pertaining to
precision agriculture and unmanned aviation. High schools can enter as many teams as desired. The
Challenge and additional supporting materials will be issued online by 1 September 2016 and made
available through the Real World Design Challenge website (http://www.realworlddesignchallenge.org).
You will use professional software tools and have an opportunity to collaborate with mentors from
industry, government, and academia.
For this challenge your team will design an Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) and develop a business
plan in support of a specific commercial application (see RWDC challenge statement). The competition
will take place in two rounds. First is the state or province level. If your state or province is not officially
participating this year, you can still do the Challenge, but you will be competing against all the other
teams whose states are not officially participating in an independent state, territory or country category.
The champion teams from each participating state, province and or independent states and/or territory
category move on to the National Challenge. You will get an additional problem that builds on the state
challenge to compete in the National challenge. The top three teams will be recognized with trophies,
and other top teams recognized with merit awards.

Important Resources
Keep checking our website www.realworlddesignchallenge.org for updates along with the getting
started page http://realworlddesignchallenge.org/2015-2016_RWDC_US_Getting_Started_Page.php#.
If you get stuck, you can always log support requests at www.ptc.com/go/academic-support.
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II. Instructions
These instructions outline the basics of what you will be doing in the Real World Design Challenge. The
rest of the guide will fill in the finer details.

Register
Registration is easy. Teachers register the whole team of three to seven high school students. Your
team must register for this year’s Challenge even if you have participated in the past.
Just go to www.realworlddesignchallenge.org and choose Sign Up. Once you sign up, you will get an
email invitation to Windchill, which is a web-based collaboration environment for all your teams work
and information. You may register as many teams as you like! There is no limit to the number of teams
you may register. You may have students from different schools but all students must be from the same
state or province.
And take a look at the RWDC Getting Started Page
(http://www.realworlddesignchallenge.org/RWDC_Getting_Started_Page.php#). Throughout the RWDC
virtually everything you need will be available on the Getting Started Page or in your Windchill project
(https://rwdc.ptc.com). The Getting Started Page is the place to go!!! You should go to the Getting
Started Page daily. New material will be updated frequently.
Note: Only teams that registered for the RWDC competition will have access to Windchill.

Contact your State Coordinator and Mentors
When you get started, you should contact your state coordinator. This person is a resource about the
RWDC in your state. You can find him or her by going to the Participating States or Country page on
www.realworlddesignchallenge.org and selecting your state or country. You will also need to find a
mentor. Go to the Getting Started page and click the link Find a Mentor to Help Your Team. You will
download a document of mentors. Use this to find a mentor and try to set up a phone conference with
him or her right away. It is important that you begin working with your mentors right away! They will
help you formulate your plan of action, provide content expertise and be your key resource. Do not wait
until you have your ideas together. Build your relationship with your mentors now! New mentors will
be added to the page so keep checking for people with whom you want to work.
Please be courteous with your mentors. If you decide that you no longer need a specific mentor, please
let him or her know so that he or she can help other teams.
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Getting Started
Once your team is registered, you should follow the steps outlined on the RWDC Getting Started Page.
What should my team do to get started?
Step 1: Register your team for the RWDC Competition
Step 2: The easiest way to get your team prepared for this challenge is to review Challenge materials on
the Getting Started Website. Be sure to review the following documents:
•
•
•

FY17 RWDC State Challenge Statement
FY17 RWDC Challenge Detailed Background
FY17 RWDC Teacher/Coaches Handbook

Step 3: As with previous years, a team’s ability to successfully solve the challenge is made possible
largely through the active partnership with mentors. To help your team find a mentor, the RWDC
committee has authored a mentor spreadsheet divided by the mentor’s area of expertise. Please review
the spreadsheet and contact a mentor to get started. Contact a mentor as soon as possible.
Step 4: Download the software applications that will be used for this year’s challenge
•
•

RWDC Software Applications
Then request software product codes through
http://support.ptc.com/appserver/support/academic_case_logger/academic_case_logger.jsp.
Please specify how many computers on which you will be installing the software.

Step 5: Participate in the RWDC Training Webinars and RWDC Courses
All teachers and students should go through the RWDC Getting Started Courses. In addition, training
webinars will be scheduled regularly through the Challenge to demonstrate tools and answer your
questions. Information on Training Webinars, PowerPoints and materials will be posted on the RWDC
Getting Started page.
Step 6: Complete Formative Surveys
Teams will receive points in their Engineering Design Notebook scoring for completing Formative
Survey’s throughout the challenge. Surveys will be distributed through email to teams and mentors.
The surveys will help assess areas where teams need help and will allow the RWDC support team to take
proactive steps to help teams stay engaged, and work through technical challenges leveraging mentors,
webinars, and direct feedback.
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Step 7: Download and monitor RWDC Challenge Resources
New Resources are added frequently – Keep checking to see what is new!
Download the RWDC Challenge Kit. This kit is what will include all materials for the challenge. The kit
contains all the necessary Mathcad worksheets and other support materials.
For assistance, go to please send your questions to
http://support.ptc.com/appserver/support/academic_case_logger/academic_case_logger.jsp. If you
have additional questions visit the RWDC home page at www.realworlddesignchallenge.org.

Train on the software
Now that you have the software, it is time for teachers and students to do basic training on the various
software packages provided by RWDC. Going through the RWDC Courses will introduce you to the
software used in the Challenge. Not only will this course provide a good foundation for the challenge, it
will also introduce you to all the applications used in the challenge.
And if you get stuck or need some help, please send your questions to
http://support.ptc.com/appserver/support/academic_case_logger/academic_case_logger.jsp.

Solve the problem
Once you have the software and have gone through the RWDC Courses, you’re ready to tackle the
Challenge. The Challenge Statement is posted on the Resources menu on
www.realworlddesignchallenge.org.

Submit your solution
Once you have completed the challenge, you will upload your project through Windchill and send a copy
of your design notebook to your RWDC State or Country Coordinator. State Coordinators are listed on
your State Page and Country Coordinators are listed on your Country Page. Additional instructions on
submitting your solution will be provided by email to your team.
Teams will compete with all of the other teams in your state. If you are selected as the State Champions,
you will be invited to compete in the National Championship. You will receive an additional challenge
that builds on the state challenge, which you will present in Washington, DC in April.

Help
If you need help with anything, we have a number of resources:
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•

RWDC Courses – These prepare you for the Challenge by providing preparation in the use of the
software and an introduction to aeronautical engineering and business plan development.
The Student, Coaches and Mentors Guide—Contains the information you need to participate in
the Challenge.
Challenge Detailed Background - Contains detailed materials to familiarize you with the
technical aspects of the challenge.
Training Videos—Posted on the Getting Started Page
(http://realworlddesignchallenge.org/2015-2016_RWDC_US_Getting_Started_Page.php#) and
cover the technical skills you will need to complete the Challenge
Technical Support— Submit your questions to PTC through
http://support.ptc.com/appserver/support/academic_case_logger/academic_case_logger.jsp.
Mentors—Mentors provide content support to teams. They are not responsible for technical
support, which is provided by PTC.
State & Country Coordinators—Participating states and countries have a Coordinator who
serves as an intellectual resource for the Challenge. Find yours by going to the States or Country
page, finding your state or country and going to your specific state’s or country’s page. Your
coordinator’s contact information will be on the state or country page. If you are in an
Independent State or Country or if your state does not have a State Coordinator and you need
help contact Dr. Ralph Coppola at: rkcoppola@yahoo.com or at 703-298-6630.

III. The Challenge
The full text of the Challenge and supporting materials are posted on the RWDC Getting Started Site
(http://realworlddesignchallenge.org/2015-2016_RWDC_US_Getting_Started_Page.php#) on 1
September.

FY17 RWDC State Unmanned Aerial System Challenge: Farmer’s Companion
Background
By 2050, there will be an estimated additional two billion people on Earth, which will significantly impact
the availability of food. It has been estimated that there will be a need to produce 70% more food to
address such a population growth. Throughout history, advances in technology have allowed farmers to
produce more food. One piece of current technology that has the potential to greatly help the modern
farmer is the unmanned aircraft system. These aircraft systems are capable of performing multiple roles
on a farm such as quick deliveries to a field, crop monitoring, animal observation, and pest detection. By
using an unmanned aircraft system, the farmer can save time, save money, and increase yield.
The challenge for this year will be to design an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) and associated unmanned
aircraft system (UAS) that is a multipurpose tool for the farmer. Unmanned systems, including UAS,
unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs), and other robotic systems, represent remotely controlled assets
used to perform tasks requiring precision and repetitive function, operations in environments carrying a
high degree of risk, or tasks beyond the capability of manned platforms (i.e., dull, dirty, and dangerous).
There are multiple private companies, researchers, and governments developing unmanned systems to
perform a variety of tasks, including precision agriculture, conservation, wildlife monitoring, damage
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assessment, infrastructure inspection, and research. One common focus of such development is the
integration of a diverse mix of components and capabilities into a single, unified framework. While the
uses, designs, and operations of the systems vary, they all rely on a common organizational composition
based on payload (e.g., sensors, manipulation component, and transported material), remote vehicle,
command, control, and communication (C3), support equipment, and crew.
The FY17 RWDC State challenge will continue the focus on unmanned systems and precision agriculture
through the design and implementation of a UAS to support precision agriculture in the production of
food (regional to your area). The teams will use concepts from Engineering Technology (i.e., application
of science and engineering to support product improvement, industrial processes, and operational
functions) to identify, compare, analyze, demonstrate, and defend the most appropriate component
combinations, system/subsystem design, operational methods, and business case to support the
challenge scenario. Through use of an inquiry-based learning approach with mentoring and coaching,
the students will have an opportunity to learn the skills and general principles associated with the
challenge in a highly interactive and experiential setting. For example, the students will need to consider
and understand the various unmanned system elemental (subsystem) interactions, dependencies, and
limitations (e.g., power available, duration, range of communications, functional achievement) as they
relate to the operation, maintenance, and development to best support their proposed business case.
As you progress through the challenge, your team will incrementally be presented with background
relating to the composition and operation of unmanned system designs, engineering design principles,
unmanned system application to precision agriculture, business management, and development tools.
You will need to work together as a team with coaches and mentors to identify what you need to learn
while pursuing the completion of this challenge. By connecting your own experience and interest, you
will have an opportunity to gain further insight into the application of design concepts, better
understand application of unmanned system technology, and work collaboratively towards completion
of a common goal.

Challenge
This year’s challenge is to design a UAS, create a theory of operation, and develop a business plan for
the commercial operations of the system based on the following scenario.
Scenario: Design an unmanned aircraft system (including at a minimum an appropriate payload, air
vehicle element, and ground control station) capable of being a multipurpose tool for a farmer. Three
minimum-requirement missions are provided that the aircraft must be able to perform, but systems that
can perform beyond the minimums will most likely be more attractive to potential buyers. The system
must be easy to operate after some training and use minimal ground support while operating. The idea
is to have a system that can be easily used by a farmer in a field. The specific type of farm and its
location will be left up to the individual teams so a food of regional importance can be selected and the
knowledge and experience of local agriculture mentors and experts can be used. Farms of either food
producing crops (corn, wheat, fruit, vegetables, etc.) or animals (cows, pigs, poultry, etc.) can be used.
Teams need to identify the unique design of the total system (including all major subsystem elements
and costs), a theory of operation, flight patterns, and a business case supporting economic viability. A
competitive solution will require analyzing, documenting, and addressing challenges associated with
designed missions, productivity, costs, and business profitability. For this challenge, we require that all
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teams (even international) follow the FAA Small Unmanned Aircraft Regulations (Part 107). A few of the
constraints from the regulations are that the aircraft must weigh less than 55 lb, stay within line of sight,
have a maximum altitude of 500 ft above ground level, and have a maximum speed of 87 knots. A link
to the regulations is provided in the Getting Started section of the RWDC website
(http://www.realworlddesignchallenge.org).
Minimum-requirement mission 1 (Logistics mission): The aircraft must be able to transport a payload of
8 lb to a location 1 mile away. Without recharging batteries or refueling, the aircraft must then be able
to return with a payload of 8 lb. The purpose of this mission is to help the farmer with logistics. Quick
transportation of supplies to a person out in a field might be better handled by a small UAV rather than
by another person driving a truck. The UAV could also be used to return samples for analysis or to take
a quick picture of a particular area of a field. Teams will need to identify the purpose of this mission and
the expected payload.
Minimum-requirement mission 2 (Survey mission): The aircraft must be able stay aloft for 30 min and
survey an area of 0.25 square miles. The aircraft must be able to carry a camera that can take HD video
(at least 1080p60) for the entire time aloft. An aerial survey of a field could be extremely useful for a
farmer. With commercially available sensors, and aircraft could search for pests, measure moisture
content, or monitor livestock. Teams will need to identify the purpose of the surveying and determine
the required payload for the mission.
Minimum-requirement mission 3 (Dash mission): The aircraft, with a payload of 2 lb, must be able to
travel a distance of 1.5 miles and return to its starting location as fast as possible. Remember that the
top allowable speed under the FAA regulations in 87 knots. Missions of this type could be used for a
small payload drop or a quick sensor reading. Teams will need to identify the purpose of the dash
mission and the expected payload.
Additional missions: Since the aircraft system is to be a multipurpose tool for the farmer, teams should
design additional missions for their aircraft. Analysis of these missions must include, at a minimum, a
description of the goal, payload required, time in flight, and flight pattern.
Business case: The business plan for your team will be in two parts. The first part will be the design and
sale of the unmanned aircraft system. It will up to your team on how these systems will be marketed to
farmers. Will you have a base package that only includes the most popular sensor? Will you have an
advanced package that includes all of the sensors your aircraft can accommodate? Or will you allow
farmers the opportunity to rent sensors that they might not use often? The second part of your
business plan will be in support. Will your company provide services such as the analysis of sensor data?

Objective Function
Each team is to operate from the perspective of a small company seeking funding for the demonstration
of a prototype system. The challenge proposal should utilize the PACE model of product development
(as advocated by the Product Development Management Association; www.pdma.org) such that the
engineering development costs are minimized but also include information about the acquisition cost
and operations and support cost of the system to show that the product can be competitive in the
marketplace. The following steps are recommended in pursuit of a response to the challenge scenario:
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1. Consider all aspects and requirements of the challenge.
2. Perform background research on the topic, available tools, and existing designs.
3. Select initial farm type (crops, livestock, etc.) and region. Research the types of missions that
would be most beneficial to the farmer.
4. Develop a theory of operation that can be adapted as you learn more about the challenge topics
and precision agriculture methods.
5. Create an initial design (conceptual design).
6. Analyze the design and determine effectiveness (i.e., identify process[es] to validate and verify
preliminary design and operation; ensure aircraft is capable of performing the minimumrequirement missions; ensure aircraft is capable of performing any additional missions; calculate
objective function; evaluate design; and redesign and revise as necessary).
7. Continue research and design (document detailed design, design decisions, lessons learned, and
recalculate variables; redesign and reanalyze as necessary).
The successful proposal should include an estimate of the timeline to recover the initial investment and
any potential future year profits for a five-year period (e.g., five-year breakeven analysis), while striving
to demonstrate and illustrate the solution efficiently completes all designed missions.

IV. Coaching an RWDC Team
Who can be a Coach?
An RWDC coach can be a formal classroom teacher in any school or an adult advisor to an after school or
informal learning program. Although having specific expertise in engineering principles or a degree in a
STEM-related field may be helpful, coaches are not required to have a technical background to
participate. Coaches can be, but are not limited to: technology education teachers, science teachers,
math teachers, or someone who is overseeing a math or science club or museum program.

What role does the Coach play on a team?
The coach should act as a facilitator, advisor, and educator for the team. Due to the competition’s
reliance on engineering software, the coach should be prepared to arrange access to computer-related
resources and assist students in getting training with software.

What does a Coach do?
A coach may find it necessary to do any or all of the following:
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

Provide meeting space
Create a schedule of meetings
Attend and supervise all meetings
Obtain approval from school and permission from parents
Train or assist students in getting training in the use of PTC Creo and Windchill software
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∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

Share the digital plane parts, training video, and other analysis tools provided to support the
teams’ work
Provide access to resources for students
Seek support, and encourage students to seek support, from RWDC national mentors
Offer guidance, lessons, or suggestions on basic fundamental principles in engineering (design
process), science, and math
Assist with defining the roles of team members
Assist with communication and connection between the team and its mentor(s)
Provide suggestions and constructive feedback on strategy and models
Travel with and chaperone team, if necessary, at national event and other related events
Oversee online secure sites for team: register team, access online forms and passwordprotected areas, and assist with final submission
Assist with final submission criteria: oversee student deadlines and ensure all submissions are
made properly and timely.

Support
It is important that you have support from the key players in your community, such as administrators,
teachers, and parents. Because each team must have access to resources, communicating with your
Teacher/Coach, school principal, or superintendent will be essential. If you win, you will be invited to go
to Washington, DC to compete in the National Challenge. Every school has policies that must be
followed for that kind of trip. It is much easier if support is requested early and the approvals and
permissions are arranged in advance.

Operating in Other Venues
Even if your team decides to work outside a formal school setting, it is likely that you will need to have
an established educational organization to provide you with access to useful facilities. You may choose
to work on the Challenge in an after-school program, such as a school club; through Boy or Girl Scouts;
at a science or technology center; or through another educational program. Determining the
organization you will work with needs to be among the first decisions you make.

V. Mentors
Contacting Mentors
One of the first things that you do when you sign up for the Real World Design Challenge is finding a
mentor. Please be courteous to mentors and respect their time.
There is a list of mentors available on the Getting Started Page
(http://realworlddesignchallenge.org/2015-2016_RWDC_US_Getting_Started_Page.php#) under the link
Find a Mentor to Help Your Team. Look through the list and find an initial mentor. As you progress
through the Challenge, you can add up to three additional mentors, but start with one.
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You may reach out to several mentors to find one, but once you choose one, contact the other mentors
that you are not using. Let them know that you will not need their assistance.
Once you have found your first mentor, please set up a call with that person to get to know him or her
and to discuss the project.

Mentor’s Roles
Mentors are professional scientists and engineers who will help you with the Challenge. Each team may
recruit a maximum of five mentors with expertise in science, mathematics, engineering, aviation design
and business. Mentors may limit the number of teams they choose to assist and the amount of time
they will devote to the mentorship process. Accordingly, mentors will be available on a first come/first
served basis.
1. Mentors will present STEM concepts to your team in a fun and exciting way and give you a
chance to interact with real world engineers and scientists.
2. They will help to stimulate creative thinking through assisting your team with the hands-on
design of your project.
3. Mentors will provide advice to your team during the State Challenge, which will run from
September through January.
4. If the Mentor’s team is the State Winner, then mentors will provide advice for the winning
team’s National Challenge efforts through the end of the National Competition.
5. The Mentor is your subject matter expert.
6. Mentors will provide advice to you on science, math, and engineering principles and be a
content resource for your team.
7. The Mentor is also the Teacher/Coach's advisor, assisting with knowledge of core principles
processes, and knowledge of science, math, and engineering.
8. The Mentor should NOT solve the problem of the Challenge for the team.

VI. Software
All the software in the Real World Design Challenge is provided to you for free. You should download
everything and get it working as soon as you sign up for the Challenge. To download the software
applications that will be used in this year’s challenge:
Download the Software. First if you are a first time user or have not already created a PTC academic
account. Next check to see the system requirements then follow the steps below
• Create an academic account
PTC Creo 2.0 and PTC Mathcad Prime:
• Step 1: Download the PTC Creo 2.0 & PTC Mathcad Prime DVD's from the link below
http://www.ptc.com/appserver/auth/it/esd/academic.jsp
o DOWNLOAD Note: All downloads are Zip files and need to be extracted prior to use.
• Step 2: Follow the PTC Creo 2.0 and PTC Mathcad Prime install guides listed below
o Creo 2.0
o Mathcad Prime 2.0
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PTC Windchill - Project Management in the Cloud
PTC Windchill is a cloud-based service that enables collaboration among members of Real World Design
Challenge teams. It facilitates innovation by providing a cloud-based product development workspace
with all the tools necessary to bring design teams together as if working in the same room. Register for
a team instance of PTC Windchill
If you have any issues Request Technical Support and you will receive a response on how to deal with
your individual issue.
Instructions are also provided on the “Getting Started” page on the RWDC website
www.realworlddesignchallenge.org.
There are also videos on the Getting Started Page to learn how to use the software.
www.ptcschools.com is available as a free training resource in PTC Creo.

Here is a list and descriptions of the software you will be using:
PTC Creo
PTC Creo is the standard in 3D product design, featuring industry-leading productivity tools that
promote best practices in design while ensuring compliance with your industry and company standards.
Integrated, parametric, 3D CAD/CAM/CAE solutions allow you to design faster than ever, while
maximizing innovation and quality to ultimately create exceptional products.
PTC will be providing PTC Creo for each team. If you are installing the software applications in a lab
environment, you will need to download PTC Creo. To receive your product code for the University
Edition, please complete the following form – www.ptc.com/go/uniforschools/.
Mathcad Prime
Mathcad is engineering calculation software that drives innovation and offers significant personal and
process productivity advantages for product development and engineering design projects. Unlike
proprietary calculating tools and spreadsheets, Mathcad lets engineers design and document
engineering calculations simultaneously with comprehensive applied math functionality and dynamic,
unit-aware calculations.
Windchill
Windchill, PTC's Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) software for managing product content and
processes, offers a powerful, proven solution. Fast, secure, and Web-based, this business collaboration
software enables companies to streamline product development processes and deliver superior physical
goods and information products.
Windchill is an online collaboration environment, hosted on a server. There is nothing to download.
You will be sent an invitation as soon as you register for the Challenge.
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VII. Solving the Challenge
Inquiry-based learning approach:
Through use of an inquiry based learning approach with mentoring and coaching, the students will have
an opportunity to learn the skills and general principles associated with the challenge in a highly
interactive and experiential setting. For example, the students will need to consider and understand the
various UAS subsystem interactions, dependencies, and limitations (e.g., power available, duration,
range of communications, maintenance of visual contact) as they relate to the operation, maintenance,
and development to best support their proposed business case. To support the inquiry based learning
approach, you will be provided with a basic framework associated with the following focus areas:
1) Task Analysis - analyze the mission/task to be performed
2) Strategy and Design - determine engineering design process, roles, theory of operation, design
requirements, system design, crew resources, integration testing, and design updates
3) Costs - calculate costs and anticipated capabilities associated with design and operation,
including modification of the design to further support a competitive business case
4) Alternative Uses - identify alternative uses of system to improve marketability and use cases
As your team progresses through the challenge you will incrementally be presented with background
relating to the composition and operation of UAS designs, basic aeronautical and engineering design
principles, UAS application to precision agriculture, and business management and development tools.
You will work together as a team with fellow students, coaches, and mentors to identify what you need
to learn as you move towards the completion of this challenge. By connecting your own experience and
interest you will have an opportunity to gain further insight into the application of design concepts,
better understand application of UAS technology, and build those priceless experiences that will guide
you on your own path to success.

Examine the Challenge and identify what needs to be done:
Now that the State Challenge is issued, determine what the goals are and what you will need to do to
win. Tip: Look at the RWDC Scoring Rubric and see what the judges will be looking for and design your
solution so that they conform to the RWDC Scoring Rubric in the order that they are provided. This
helps make sure the judges will see all of your work and will not miss anything.

Determine what resources are needed to solve the problem:
You will need to figure out what resources you will need to solve the problem. These will include: (a)
human resources (team members with expertise needed to do the task you identified); (b) research on
what has been done to address the problem by others; and (c) tools needed to do the job.

Gather Your Resources
Each team’s goal is to create the best solution to the Challenge. This will require students to develop a
strategy that addresses the following topics: team expertise, mentor expertise and support,
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differentiated roles, collaboration, capacity, and approach. Educational materials will be available to
support the development of student team strategies, melding the professional practice of researchbased product design with the entertainment value of role-playing games.

Researching What Has Been Done and Gathering Information
There are resources provided to you on the Real World Design Challenge Website. These are just a
beginning. You should start your research by exploring what others have done to address similar
Challenges, research, or technology design. You may find information on the Web, in libraries, and from
mentors or other experts. When you register your team, you will be invited to Windchill, a web-based,
collaboration and data management tool. Keep all of your information on your Windchill Team Site. It is
a good way to stay organized and share information with your team. Researching what has already been
done will be the springboard for your work. From that information you will learn what others have tried
and get ideas for how you may better develop an approach to solve the Challenge. Your mentors will be
able to view all of your work on your Windchill Team Site. You will need to invite your mentor to the site
and provide the mentor with the password.

Develop Challenge Team
Team members should be recruited to provide a variety of skills to the team. There should be distinct
divisions of labor in the roles and functions of each team member. The exact set of team roles will be up
to the team and may vary based on local expertise and strategy. Note that not every role needs to be
filled and some team members may have multiple roles depending on available expertise and interest.
The nature of each team will determine how it functions. For instance, teams that meet after school will
face a different set of needs than teams that function within a classroom. Your Teacher/Coach will help
you decide which approach will work best in your community.
Not every member of the team needs to be an expert in the use of all the tools. However, at least one
team member, the Project Engineer should possess a high degree of skill with the software. It is
recommended that all team members have a working knowledge of these tools. The tools are proved to
the teams for free.

Suggested Team Roles
Project Manager
The Project Manager will be responsible for recruiting a winning team and leading strategy design. The
Project Manager is responsible for the overall success of the product or program. The Project Manager is
the individual responsible for managing the project plan and deliverables, ensuring that all project team
members have the necessary resources required to complete the project, and reporting status for the
team, tracking timeline and milestones, and quality. Many times this individual plays additional roles in
the project. The Project Manager leads the cross-functional team and is typically responsible for the
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development of the overall product, program or Engineering Design Notebook. They often monitor
several interrelated sub-project activities engaged in by team members.
Design Coordinator
The Design Coordinator role arises your team is composed of members that are geographically
dispersed. The role will not apply if your team is within a single class. The Design Coordinator acts as the
liaison between the design partner and other internal engineering teams. The Design Coordinator is
often responsible for integrating new or modified design data into the overall product design. The
Design Coordinator is the primary interface with the third- party partner. The Design Coordinator
coordinates partner engineering resources and is either located locally in another class at the team's
school, or remotely in another school.
Systems & Test Engineer
The Systems Engineer defines the product architecture, its modules, and interfaces. He or she has
ultimate responsibility for ensuring the various parts of the product will work together as a whole when
finally assembled. They provide direction to the design team, manage interfaces, and participate in
design reviews. The role of Test Engineer is responsible for testing prototypes of designs and preproduction products created by the design team. The Test Engineer reviews test cases generated by the
design team and collaborates with the design team during the testing phase. This role is the liaison with
an engineering mentor, assisting the team with the incorporation of engineering advice. This person
may also be a project simulation engineer on the team.
Simulation Engineer
The Simulation Engineer is the expert in the authentic simulation and modeling tools, such as 3D CAD
and Windchill. The Simulation Engineer manages Windchill's Digital Project Space and is responsible for
simulation and modeling application interoperability, file compatibilities, and file transfer.
Project Scientist
The Project Scientist should have a background in physics or a related field. This role will be responsible
for the scientific integrity of the approach and for translating the scientific principles into the team’s
engineering design. This role is the liaison with a science mentor, assisting the team with the
incorporation of scientific advice.
Project Mathematician
The Project Mathematician should have a background in mathematics, with a minimum of algebra and
trigonometry. This role will be responsible for the mathematical integrity of the approach and for
translating the mathematical principles and applications into the team’s engineering design.
Project Communicator (or Communications Specialist)
The Project Communicator integrates ideas, approaches, and applications from the design team into
written documents, videos, and presentations. This role is responsible for the team's brand. This person
represents the team to the media and will work with the teacher/coach to coordinate event activities.
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Utilize the Design Process
Engineers use a specific process to solve problems. The design process provides an effective way to
learn how to develop innovative solutions in a systematic way. The process is much like the inquiry
process in science. To effectively learn it you need to use it. All team members should learn and
participate in the design process. Although the process has been described in a number of different
ways, the basic concepts include the following:
1. Define the problem and need. We will provide the Challenge to you and that will frame the
problem. You will need to define how you will solve the problem. This will provide the
foundation for organizing your team and developing a work plan.
2. Research and gather important information about the problem. We will provide reference
material, but we encourage you to identify additional material that will help you understand
what others have done to address this type of problem. This information will help you develop
an approach to the solution.
3. When you start out, you should brainstorm multiple possible solutions to the problem. Through
your research you will be able to narrow and refine your potential solutions. When you identify
the few you like best, design and test them.
4. Test, analyze, and gather data on the solutions. Testing the solutions will provide data on how
well they worked in addressing the problem. Based on these data you will be able to modify
your designs and choose the one that is the most promising.
5. Identify the solution that seems the most promising. Use your test data to modify the design
and improve it.
6. Revise or redesign the best solution based on testing and analysis. This step may be done
multiple times until you are satisfied with the results.
7. Develop a plan to communicate the results of your work to others. Keep in mind that your
reviewers will be looking for a justification of your approach based on test data and your
analyses. Also make sure that you include information about how you worked together as a
team. Each member of the team should have made a contribution to the solution.

Develop a Design Plan
To be successful you will need to have a plan for your work. This should include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Team members with expertise to address the Challenge in fields such as science, math, and
design
Mentors to supplement the expertise of your team
Physical resources such as a place to meet and work, computers, and software loaded on the
computers
A strategy that includes the application of the design process and mathematical and scientific
principles to the Challenge
Preparation of your Challenge Solution submission

Establish a Timeline with Milestones
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A timeline with milestones is key to your success. You may need to revise this timeline as your work
progresses. The Project Manager should call regular team meetings (at least once a week) to review the
progress that everyone has made on their tasks:
•
•
•

Key events should be noted as milestones. These milestones, such as the due date for the
submission of the Challenge Solution, should drive the dates for the other tasks.
It is easy for time to rush by so be sure to create a timeline with specific tasks for each team
member.
If problems arise, they should be dealt with efficiently and effectively, and a revised timeline
should be created with the plan to resolve the problem included.

Develop and Utilize a Communication Plan
Strategize How to Communicate Your Challenge Solution
Keep in mind that a quality Challenge Solution is likely to require multiple drafts before it is polished and
ready to submit. You need to plan for that part of the process. The Challenge Submission should be
designed so that reviewers will see that all of the review criteria are addressed.
Link the Communication Plan to Your Timeline
Make sure that you reserve enough time for writing your Challenge Solution. Be sure that key writing
tasks and milestones are included in your timeline.

Develop the Writing Team
Each team member should be part of the writing team. Assign roles for the writing process and modify
the plan based on the results of testing and redesigning your Challenge Solution. You should appoint
one person, perhaps your project communication specialist, as the lead on the writing task. This team
member might be responsible for ensuring that everyone meets their writing task goals and for
undertaking the editing of the final document.

Keep an Engineering Design Diary
Keeping good records is part of good science and engineering. Each team member should have an
Engineering Diary or project journal in which they record ideas, solution options, plans, sketches of
designs, references they collect, actions that need to be taken, notes from meetings, tests and plans,
etc. You will also have project space on the Windchill server, where your team will be able to keep all
materials. The record archives will be helpful when you begin writing your Challenge Solution. Your
Engineering Design Diary and your Windchill Team Site will contain information that you will include in
Your Engineering Design Notebook. The Engineering Design Notebook is what you submit for Judging.

Submit Your Challenge Solution in the form of your Engineering Design Notebook
In the end, everything comes down to your submission. When you submit, make sure that:
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•
•
•
•

Your submission meets the guidelines
You review the RWDC Scoring Rubric by which your submission will be judged
Make sure you submission is a complete as you can make it.
You submit on time!

VIII. Submission Guidelines
The Engineering Design Notebook should detail the design process and your team’s results. Review the
Scoring Rubric carefully to following its paragraph order and details on what judges are looking for. The
Design Notebook has been limited to 80 pages this year so take extra time to submit your best narrative
in response to each Rubric element. Do not postpone work on your Design Notebook, but work on it
throughout the challenge.
The narrative sections of your report need to include information allowing judges to verify your analysis
and design viability. It will communicate an understanding of the mathematics supporting the results of
the proposed design. The data included in the report will explain how the images in your proposed
solution relate to the testing results obtained from the mathematical formulae used for analysis, and
how you have modified your designs based on testing. The narrative and graphic representations of
your design should clearly communicate an analysis of how the proposed design works and why it
works.
In the Design Notebook, you capture the history of your work, how you understand the design process,
and develop and test your design concepts. It is a working document containing ideas tested,
approaches and ideas that worked and that did not work. The notebook should include and represent
the collaboration of your team, how team members understood the design, how mentors contributed to
the solution, as well as how the design solution was tested. The Design Notebook will describe the
strategy used to develop your solution, including the structure, roles, and responsibilities of your team
members, your work plan, the mentors who guided your process, and any rules/procedures that you
employed to guide the work. This document will chronicle the decisions and testing of solutions that led
to the final design capturing the various iterations of the design evolution. It will include concepts
explored and formulae tested that contributed to the evolution of the final design submitted, including
sketches, drawings, and schematics of designs tested and modifications made.
Your Engineering Design Notebook should contain evidence collected over time and should be
presented in the form of a report. It will be judged on the degree to which it demonstrates your team’s:
A. Winning strategy, including a description of team members’ roles and a chronicle of the extent
of collaboration among team members
B. Level of innovation in addressing the Challenge process and the design solution
C. Understanding of the engineering, science, and mathematics concepts underlying the problem
and solution
D. Demonstration of the use of the design process and skills in using design tools
E. Evolution of the design (schematics) and decision/testing process leading to the solution
proposed
F. Teamwork and collaboration
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G. Networking and working effectively with RWDC national mentors to supplement your teams’
needed expertise
Team Design Presentation is an optional activity for the State or Province Challenge. States or
Provinces may choose to ask finalist teams to present their findings in the form of an electronic and/or
in-person presentation to state judges. If your team is nominated as a finalist, you may be asked to
submit with the final submission an electronic presentation consisting of no more than 20 slides that
communicate the results of your design solution. The electronic presentation is a stand-alone document
that captures essential elements of your RWDC experience by including a description of your winning
strategy, the evolution of your design, and your team’s understanding of the scientific principles that led
to the design solution presented, along with the results of the design solution. Note that team
presentations are an essential component of the National Challenge and can differentiate between two
teams whose technical scores are comparable. For the National Challenge, the presentation will be
judged on content (inclusion of elements identified) and how well the content is communicated to the
audience.
Design Presentations at the National Challenge Competition will be required of all State or Province
Winning Teams competing in the National Challenge. All State or Province Winners will be required to
prepare a 15-minute presentation in Microsoft PowerPoint format. Presentations will be made to the
Challenge Judges. The overall top three teams will again present to a Blue Ribbon panel of judges in the
evening.
Student Surveys will be conducted at the beginning and end of the State Challenge. In addition,
formative surveys will be sent to teams and mentors throughout the challenge. Teams that fill out the
surveys will get extra points in judging.
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IX. Dates and Deadlines
2017 Challenge
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State Challenge issued August, 2016
Team registration for State Challenge open August, 2016
Team registration for the State Challenge closed November 21, 2016
State Challenge Engineering Design Notebooks due January 7, 2017
Judges receive State Challenge Engineering Design Notebooks January 7, 2017
State Winners announced by January 23, 2017
Team Scholarship Applications due January 29, 2017
Scholarship Awards announced February 3, 2017
Team travel funds due March 13, 2017
National Challenge Team rosters due March 13, 2017
National Challenge Engineering Design Notebooks due April 3, 2017
National Challenge Team PowerPoint presentations due April 14, 2017
National Challenge Technical Judging of Engineering Design Notebooks completed April 17, 2017
National Challenge Teams arrive on April 20-21, 2017
National Challenge Completion April 22, 2017

X. Scoring
Your Engineering Design Notebook will be scored by a team of professional engineers to evaluate the
quality of your design submission using the RWDC Scoring Rubric. Be sure to review the Scoring Rubric
carefully to ensure a high quality submission.
Engineering Design Notebook submissions are limited to 80 pages and are to follow the paragraph order
of the RWDC Scoring Rubric. Teams can lose up to 15 points if their Engineering Design Notebook is
more than 80 pages or if their Engineering Design Notebook does not follow the Scoring Rubric
paragraph order. Supporting details including Creo models and analyses results should be uploaded to
your Windchill project site. Technical Judges for the National Challenge will review Creo models and
analyses supporting your design using your Windchill project site.
Scoring for the State or Province Challenge will be based on the Engineering Design Notebook alone.
Some states may elect to incorporate presentations at their discretion. State or Country Coordinators
will inform teams if this is the case in their state or Province.
Scoring for the National Challenge will be weighted 35% on the Engineering Design Notebook
submission, 35% on technical merit, and 30% presentation at the National Championship. Technical
merit scores will be based on the relative strength of teams’ objective function, the Technical Judge’s
verification of analysis results, and the design viability of the final design. The top three teams in the
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National Challenge will present to a Blue-Ribbon panel of executives in the aviation industry with the
final ranking of the top three teams based solely on their presentation.
Judges will be briefed before scoring to improve the consistency in their evaluations. The consensus of
many judges is trusted and more accurate than the scores of a few judges. Numerous team submissions
require a large number of judges to provide adequate coverage in a constrained timeframe. Because of
the large number of teams in the National RWDC competition, judges do not all have the benefit of base
lining their scores against other teams.
The distribution of teams into challenge rooms for their National Challenge presentation will be based
on teams overall pre-ranking from Engineering Design Notebook and Technical Merit scores. Teams of
similar strength based on these scores will be placed together in the same challenge room rather than
spread across all challenge rooms. Judges will be in a better position to compare and contrast teams of
similar strength. There will be four teams presenting in each challenge room. Half of the judges in each
Challenge room will rotate to an adjacent room to allow for the best statistical evaluation of overall
team performance.
Both Challenge Judges (scoring the presentations), and Technical Judges (scoring the Engineering Design
Notebooks) will weigh in to select Merit Awards. Merit Awards will go to top teams, with anyone team
only eligible for one award.
The entire judging process is monitored by an independent expert resource to ensure fairness and
equity. The decisions by judges at the State and National Competitions are final!
Judging feedback to teams will be collected from Challenge and Technical Judges and shared with each
team. Team ranking beyond the top three will not be shared.

XI. Rules
The following are the rules and eligibility requirements for RWDC participants. In order to qualify to
participate in the National Championship, each participant and team must meet all criteria and follow all
stated rules.

A. Student Eligibility Requirements
1. Participation is limited to students living in OR enrolled in schools located in a state, territory or
country that is hosting a state or province competition. Schools are defined to include public,
private, or home schools.
2. To be eligible to compete as a student team member, a student must be currently enrolled in
grades nine, ten, eleven, or twelve. Students enrolled in school environments with alternative
grade or level designations must be engaged in a program of study equivalent to the
corresponding high school grade level.
3. Student team members must have attained the age of 14 as of 1 October, of the Challenge year
2016.
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4. Student team members shall not yet have attained the age of 19 as of 1 October of the
Challenge year 2016.
5. Teams may be organized around extra-curricular organizations. Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, science
clubs, and museums programs are encouraged to participate.
6. Student team members may only participate on one team.
7. Student team members may not transfer from one team to another.

B. Team Composition
1. An RWDC team consists of one designated teacher/coach and no fewer than three nor greater
than seven student members.
2. Only those team members identified on the official registration form are considered part of the
team.
3. Each team may compete in only one state competition and all team members must be
permanent residents of that state, territory or country OR be enrolled in a school located in that
state or country.
4. Team members may be added or changed up to November 21, 2016.

C. Competition Rules
1. One teacher/coach may lead multiple teams.
2. A team teacher/coach must be at least 21 years of age by 1 October of the Challenge year
3. A teacher/coach must have been trained in PTC Creo 3D CAD software usage or an equivalent
engineering design software program.
4. Coaches may be a teacher or other responsible adult.
5. All submissions shall be the original work of the students involved.
6. All communications between members of a team and external persons shall be documented
using the Windchill collaborative software.
7. No team may register after 10:00 PM Eastern Time November 21, 2016.
8. All work must be submitted prior to midnight on the date of the submission deadline in local
time.
9. All submissions must conform to the specifications outlined in the Challenge.
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10. Teams shall only contact mentors through the means and at the times specified by the mentors.
11. Only team members registered as of November 21, 2016 will be eligible to compete in the
National Championship.
12. A team can be represented by no fewer than three students or more than seven students at the
National Championship.
13. Students will be required to participate in all scheduled activities at the National Challenge
Competition.
14. The team teacher/coach must accompany the team if the team is selected to attend the
National Challenge Competition in Washington, DC.

XII. 2016/2017 RWDC National Championship Fund Raising
Description and Requirements
Real World Design Challenge Summary
The Real World Design Challenge (RWDC) is an annual competition that provides high school students
with the opportunity to apply the lessons of the classroom to the technical problems currently faced in
the engineering field. Each year students are challenged to optimize the design of a plane or
engineering system. The goal of the RWDC is to motivate and prepare students for Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) fields. The RWDC is going into its seventh year of operation.
Students in grades 9-12 compete in teams of 3-7 members. Teams may come from public, private,
charter, home schools or after school organizations such as Boy or Girl Scouts, science or engineering
clubs, etc. All student team members must be enrolled in high school. Each student team must have a
teacher/coach. A teacher/coach may have multiple teams. There is no cost for competing in the State
Challenge.
Each teacher/coach that registers teams for the State Challenge gets $1 million in professional
engineering software to support the RWDC Challenges or other educational activities. The software may
be loaded on both school and home computers. Teams that win the State Championship are invited to
compete in the National Championship. Each student on the United States National Winning Team will
receive a $50,000 scholarship to Embry Riddle Aeronautical University.
Fundraising Process
Each team competing in the National Championship must be a State Challenge Winner. Each Team
competing in the National Championship needs to raise a registration fee of $5,000 for the first 3 team
members and coach and $1,000 for each team member after that. Each team must be represented by a
minimum of three students and a coach.
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Scholarships are only for those teams that choose to compete in the RWDC National Championship.
Those schools that compete in the State Championship and choose to not compete in the National
Championship do not need to raise any money. If the team that wins the State Championship chooses
not to compete in the National Championship, the second place team will be offered the opportunity to
compete. Scholarships may be awarded to teams who need help raising the funds to compete in the
National Competition. All scholarships are awarded based on the merit of the application. Scholarships
are awarded to augment or supplement team fund raising and may only be used for the RWDC National
Championship Registration Fee. All may teams may apply but scholarships will be distributed based on
the quality of the application.
Descriptions and requirements for the scholarships:
Scholarships - Scholarships are to help teams that demonstrate a financial need based on community
income and/or limited fund raising opportunities. The Scholarship applications consist of 2 parts. One
part is a questionnaire about school and student information. The other part is a short essay explaining
the plan and results of the students fundraising plan explaining why they think they need/deserve a
scholarship to help them with their fundraising explaining why they have limited fundraising options.
1. The Questionnaire focuses on the following areas.
a. Information on Schools Free and reduced lunch program.
b. AP and STEM courses available at the school.
c. Demographical information about members of the team.
2. The Essay portion of the scholarship application has the students explain a need for the
scholarship being judged on the following areas in a short essay:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Providing a funding plan.
Justification of need.
Description of the programs impact on the students.
Additional information on team hardships related to fundraising.

All decisions on scholarships are final.
Scholarship Application Process
Applications will only considered if all parts of the scholarship are completed. Incomplete applications
will not be considered. Teams need to provide the following:
1. Team must submit scholarship essay to Jeff Coppola jeffcoppola@gmail.com by January 29,
2017
2. Team fill out scholarship application form by January 29, 2017.
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Suggested Fund Raising Strategies:
Process for raising money – Teams go to local businesses, corporations or other organizations such as
service clubs like Rotary International, Lions Club, etc. and request funds to support their participation in
the RWDC National Championship. Teams may also raise funds in other ways such as bake sales, car
washes, etc.
It is suggested that teams consider raising funds using a diversified approach such as (1) asking
corporations or potentially larger contributors for $1,000 or more; (2) going to small businesses in the
community for small donations of $500 or less; and (3) doing fund raising activities such as bake sales or
car washes.
Be sure to develop a timeline for when funds are needed and be sure to time your fund raising activities
to meet your deadline.
Deadlines for Fund Raising
•
•
•

All fund raising must be completed and submitted by March 13, 2017.
Scholarship Applications are due January 29, 2017.
All scholarships are announced February 3, 2017.

Questions:
Contact Dr. Ralph K. Coppola
Founder Real World Design Challenge
Phone: 703-298-6630
Email: rkcoppola@yahoo.com
Be sure to read the Additional Fund Raising Information and Supporting Documents which are
provided on the Getting Started Page:
http://realworlddesignchallenge.org/RWDC_US_Getting_Started_Page.php
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XIII. Contact Information
Dr. Ralph K. Coppola
Founder & Director, Real World Design Challenge
Phone: 703-298-6630
Email: rkcoppola@yahoo.com
Mr. Jeffrey Coppola
Real World Design Challenge Program Manager
Phone: 703-965-2870
Email: jeffcoppola@gmail.com
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Appendix 1: Engineering Design Notebook, Cover Page
Template & Format
Design Name
Submitted in Response to the Real World Design Challenge

Submitted by

Team Name
Team Member Names
(list team members, with email addresses and phone numbers, and designate team leader)

School/Organization Name
Address
Date
Mentor(s)/Advisor(s): Mentor Name
Mentor Contact Info (Address, Phone, E-mail)

Team/Coach Validating Signatures:
Participating students/team members completed Formative Surveys:
___________________________________________________________________
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An electronic signature is expected.
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Format for the Engineering Design Notebook*
The Engineering Design Notebook (Team Report) should follow the paragraph order of the RWDC State
Scoring Rubric. The RWDC State Scoring Rubric provided details on the number of points that are
provided in each section. Judges will be looking for ability to express comprehension, and linkage
between the design solutions to what students have learned. They will also look for a complete
Engineering Design Notebook. Missing information will be result in a loss of points. That includes
information on the Cover Page.
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Appendix 2: Merit Awards
Top teams from the National Challenge are eligible for merit awards.

Team Work and Collaboration
Teamwork is critical to succeed in RWDC and it is the key ingredient in any team’s success. This award is
presented to the team whose members best demonstrate extraordinary enthusiasm and spirit,
exceptional partnership, the utmost respect for their own teammates, and support and encouragement
of fellow teams. They demonstrate confidence, energy, strong problem solving skills, and great group
dynamics. Successful teams devised unique ways to work together to be more than the sum of the
individual contributors.

Effective Use of Mentors
Successful teams make effective use of mentors including parents and teachers. Mentors have given
their time to provide wisdom and guidance. This award is given for the team that utilized this precious
resource most effectively.

Impact on STEM
Consideration will be given to the influence of your team on promoting STEM at your school, and in
shaping interests of team members.

Against All Odds
This award goes to the team that overcomes difficult barriers and demonstrates an attitude that shows,
“We can overcome incredible odds if we never give up, no matter what!”

Best First Year Team
This award recognizes an outstanding team whose school has not previously participated in the
challenge.

Innovation
Judges will consider both design and process innovation. This award is presented to the team that
produces the most thought provoking and innovative solution.

Design Viability
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Judges will review the team’s work and design to evaluate the viability of the design’s application in
industry. This award will go to the team who’s design is regarded as most likely to be successful in
competition relative to other available commercial designs.
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Best Business Case
The team demonstrates an understanding of the business perspective of the challenge, and is able to
articulate the value proposition of their particular solution.

Best Presentation
This award is presented to the team that gives the most imaginative, creative presentation
demonstrating the team's research and the path to their ultimate solution. It is one thing to create
something unique, but you must also communicate what it is or convince others they should use it. Why
is your solution better/faster/more efficient than something already out there? Or, if your creation is
truly unique, what is it and what does it do? This award goes to the team that best convinces the judges
their solution is the best for the given problem.
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